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The MSSM with right-handed neutrino supermultiplets, gauged B − L symmetry and a non-vanishing
sneutrino expectation value is the minimal theory that spontaneously breaks R-parity and is consistent
with the bounds on proton stability and lepton number violation. This minimal B − L MSSM can have
a colored/charged LSP, of which a stop LSP is the most amenable to observation at the LHC. We study
the R-parity violating decays of a stop LSP into a bottom quark and charged leptons – the dominant
modes for a generic “admixture” stop. A numerical analysis of the relative branching ratios of these decay
channels is given using a wide scan over the parameter space. The fact that R-parity is violated in this
theory by a vacuum expectation value of a sneutrino links these branching ratios directly to the neutrino
mass hierarchy. It is shown how a discovery of bottom-charged lepton events at the LHC can potentially
determine whether the neutrino masses are in a normal or inverted hierarchy, as well as determining the
θ23 neutrino mixing angle. Finally, present LHC bounds on these leptoquark signatures are used to put
lower bounds on the stop mass.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

The extension of the standard SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×U (1)Y model of
particle physics, with or without right-handed neutrinos, to N = 1
supersymmetry (SUSY) is immediately confronted by a fundamen-
tal problem. Without any further constraints, the superpotential
must contain cubic superfield interactions that violate both baryon
number (B) and lepton number (L) – thus leading, at tree level, to
potentially rapid proton decay and unobserved lepton number vio-
lating processes. The conventional “natural” solution to this prob-
lem is to demand that the Lagrangian be invariant under a discrete
R-parity, R = (−1)3(B−L)+2s , where s is the spin of the compo-
nent particle. This symmetry indeed eliminates the dangerous B
and L violating interactions, and is consistent with the observed
constraints on these quantities. The R-parity invariant supersym-
metric extension of the standard SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U (1)Y model
of particle physics, with or without right-handed neutrinos, is re-
ferred to as the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM),
and is the usual paradigm for a low energy supersymmetric parti-
cle physics model.
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Be this as it may, from the low energy point of view the im-
position of discrete R-parity is completely ad hoc. There have been
many attempts to justify it by (1) embedding the MSSM into a su-
persymmetric grand unified theory (GUT), e.g. [1], or (2) as arising
from a residual topological, finite or anomalous Abelian symmetry
of a superstring vacuum [2,3]. Without prejudice as to the efficacy
or physical reality of these attempts, there is another way to ar-
rive at the same results which is both straightforward, natural and
does not require the introduction of any superfields beyond those
of the MSSM with right-handed neutrino supermultiplets. This is
as follows.

It has been known for a long time that the right-handed neu-
trino version of the SM – and its MSSM extension – remains
anomaly-free if one enlarges the gauge group to SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×
U (1)Y × U (1)B−L . Furthermore, note that R-parity is a discrete Z2
subgroup of U (1)B−L . It follows that one can “naturally” incorpo-
rate R-parity conservation into the MSSM with right-handed neu-
trinos simply by extending the gauge group to SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×
U (1)Y × U (1)B−L . However, since it is unobserved at the elec-
troweak scale, this gauged U (1)B−L symmetry must be broken at,
say, a TeV scale or above. There have been attempts to do this,
while leaving R-parity unbroken. This can only be accomplished,
however, by introducing new chiral multiplets with even B − L
charge [4]. That is, one must go beyond the MSSM particle content
and introduce new fields into the spectrum. However, one need
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by
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not preserve R-parity if the scale of its breaking is sufficiently low
– for example, at a TeV. This can be accomplished if one, or more,
of the right-handed sneutrino scalars – each carrying an odd B − L
charge – develop a vacuum expectation value (VEV). This does not
require the introduction of any additional multiplets and is consis-
tent with proton stability – since a sneutrino VEV breaks lepton
number only – and the bounds on lepton violation.

We will refer to this theory as the minimal B − L MSSM. It
was introduced from the “bottom up” point of view in [5–7].1

It was also found from a “top down” perspective to be the low
energy theory associated with a class of vacua of E8 × E8 het-
erotic M-theory [9–13]. Various aspects of this minimal theory
were subsequently discussed, such as the radiative breakdown of
the U (1)B−L gauge symmetry and its hierarchy with electroweak
breaking [14–16], the neutrino sector [8,17,18], possible LHC sig-
nals [19,20] and some cosmological effects [20]. We take the point
of view that this B − L MSSM is the minimal possible extension of
the MSSM that is consistent with proton stability and observed
lepton violation bounds. Hence, it is potentially a realistic can-
didate for a low energy N = 1 supersymmetric particle physics
model. With this in mind, we wish to study the dominant sig-
natures of this model at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) that can
distinguish it from the MSSM. The initial results of this study are
presented in this paper.

We find that there are three distinct phenomena that can occur
in the minimal B − L MSSM that are potentially observable at the
LHC and sharply distinguish this model from the MSSM. These are
the following:

• Since R-parity is violated in the minimal B − L MSSM, it is
now possible that the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)2

can carry color and/or electric charge without coming into
conflict with astrophysical data. This is because the LSP can
now decay sufficiently quickly via R-parity violating opera-
tors. Furthermore, the specific nature of this theory – which
exactly specifies the R-parity violating vertices and their rel-
ative strengths – determines all LSP decay products and their
branching ratios.

• The “Higgs” field that spontaneously breaks U (1)B−L in this
minimal model is at least one of the right-handed sneutrinos.
It follows that the neutrino sector in this theory is intimately
related to the R-parity violating operators and, hence, to the
allowed decay products of the LSP and their branching ra-
tios. Put the other way, observation at the LHC of the relative
branching ratios of the LSP decays can directly inform spe-
cific issues in the neutrino mass matrix – specifically, whether
there is a “normal” or an “inverted” neutrino mass hierarchy
and can potentially remove the ambiguity in the measurement
of the θ23 mixing angle, which can be one of two measured
central values.

• As mentioned above, the minimal B − L theory exactly speci-
fies the allowed R-parity violating decays of the LSP. For a cho-
sen LSP, these decay signatures, which are disallowed within
the R-parity invariant MSSM, can be rather unique. Data on
such decays at the LHC can then be used to put a lower bound
on the LSP mass.

We hasten to point out that confirmation at the LHC of R-parity
violating LSP decays consistent with the minimal B − L MSSM is

1 Such a minimal model was outlined as a possible low energy manifestation of
E6 GUT models in [8].

2 Throughout this paper, we use the term LSP to refer to the lightest supersym-
metric particle relevant for collider physics.
not sufficient to establish its reality. Full confirmation of this the-
ory would require at least two other specific discoveries: (1) a
massive vector boson in the TeV range corresponding to B − L and
(2) the existence of some other explicit superpartner. Be that as
it may, a careful study of the three issues discussed in the bullet
points – and their implications for the LHC – would be a major
step in either confirming, putting bounds on, or disproving the
minimal B − L MSSM. We now present the results of such a study.
The technical details will be presented in a forthcoming publica-
tion [21].

2. R-Parity violation and stop LSP decays

First a technical point. It will be assumed in this paper that
all gauge couplings of the minimal B − L MSSM unify at a high
scale. Under this assumption, we find it easier to work with
the rotated Abelian gauge groups U (1)3R × U (1)B−L rather than
U (1)Y ×U (1)B−L , since the former, unlike the original gauge group,
has no kinetic mixing at any scale. This greatly simplifies the cal-
culations, while changing none of the physics conclusions.

It was shown in [17,18] that within the minimal B − L MSSM
all non-vanishing right-handed sneutrino VEVs can, without loss
of generality, be rotated into the third family, and that this VEV is
given by

v2
R =

−8m2
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3
+ g2
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BL

(1)

where mν̃c
3

and vu , vd are the third family sneutrino soft SUSY
breaking mass parameter and the up-, down-Higgs VEVs respec-
tively. The parameters gR and gBL are the gauge couplings for
U (1)3R and U (1)B−L . Furthermore, v R induces a smaller VEV for
each of the left-handed sneutrinos given by
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for i = 1,2,3. Here Yνi3 and mL̃i
are the neutrino (i3)-Yukawa

couplings and the left-handed sneutrino soft SUSY breaking mass
parameters respectively, μ is the mu-parameter, aνi3 are the
(i3)-components of the sneutrino tri-linear soft SUSY breaking
terms, and g2 is the gauge coupling parameter for SU(2)L . These
expectation values spontaneously break the gauged U (1)3R ×
U (1)B−L symmetry down to U (1)Y . When expanded around these
VEVs, explicit R-parity violating terms appear in the Lagrangian. It
is these terms that lead to decays of the LSP. These terms are sim-
ilar to explicit bilinear R-parity violation in the MSSM, although
there are important differences stemming from the neutrino sector.
For example, bilinear R-parity violation has only one massive neu-
trino at tree level, whereas our model has two. For earlier works
on non-LSP stop decays see [22–24]. In addition, for a study on the
relationship between neutrino masses and collider phenomenology
in the MSSM with explicit trilinear R-parity violation, see [25].

Generically, within the minimal B − L MSSM any superpartner
can potentially be the LSP. Be that as it may, colored particles
are more readily produced at the LHC and, hence, one can put
more aggressive bounds on their decays. Furthermore, if one as-
sumes unification of the gauge coupling parameters, then it was
shown in [14] that the gluino cannot be the LSP. Therefore, one
is driven to consider squark LSPs only. However, it is well known
from renormalization group analyses of the mass parameters [26]
that the third family of squarks is generically the lightest. Hence,
one should consider both the stop and the sbottom as potential
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LSP candidates. In this paper, we will, for simplicity, limit the dis-
cussion to a stop LSP, deferring the analysis of a sbottom LSP to a
forthcoming paper.

The left-stop–right-stop mass matrix is a function of a number
of parameters in the B − L MSSM Lagrangian. This can be diago-
nalized into a light stop, denoted t̃1, which we take to be the LSP
and a heavier stop, t̃2, which can henceforth be ignored. This LSP
can be shown to always decay via R-parity violating interactions
into a lepton and a quark – that is, t̃1 behaves as a “leptoquark”.
Furthermore, if one only considers generic values of the left- and
right-stop mixing angle, denoted by θt – that is, t̃1 is a generic ad-
mixture of the left and right stops and not purely a right stop –
then the decay into a bottom quark and a charged lepton domi-
nates over the decay into a top quark and a neutrino. This latter
decay will be neglected here, but discussed in detail in [21].

t̃1 −→ b�+
i , i = 1,2,3 (3)

where b is the bottom quark and �+
i , i = 1,2,3, are the positron,

anti-muon and anti-tau respectively.
The partial widths of a stop LSP into bottom-charged leptons

can be calculated, and are found to be

Γ
(
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i

) = 1
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where, G L
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and G R
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are complicated functions of a large num-

ber of parameters in the B − L MSSM Lagrangian and mt̃1
is the

LSP mass. To illustrate this parameter dependence, we note that
they can be approximated by
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where εi = 1√
2

Yν i3 v R , Yb and Yt are the bottom and top quark

Yukawa couplings respectively, M2 is the SU(2)L gaugino mass and
m�i , i = 1,2,3, are the physical e,μ, τ masses. In our numerical
results, however, the exact form of both G L

t̃1b�i
and G R

t̃1b�i
will be

used.
The various parameters entering the vacuum expectation val-

ues (1), (2) and the partial widths (4) come in two classes, those –
such as Yb , Yt , m�i and the gauge coupling g2 – that are physically
measured quantities whose values we simply insert, and the rest,
which form a large parameter space over which one must scan.
Of this latter type, there are a number of constraints which relate
them – such as demanding unification of the g3, g2, gR and gBL

gauge couplings with related implications for the gaugino masses.
Another set of constraints is directly related to the fact that the
spontaneous breaking of R-parity occurs as a sneutrino VEV – thus
linking the LSP decays to the neutrino mass matrix. In this paper,
we will impose the condition that the LSP decays be “prompt” –
that is, well within the detection chamber at the LHC. It then fol-
lows that the dominant contribution to neutrino masses must be
Majorana.

The Majorana mass matrix can be computed in the minimal
B − L MSSM and is found to be

mν i j = Av L
∗
i v L

∗
j + B

(
v L

∗
i ε j + εi v L

∗
j

) + Cεiε j, (7)

where A, B and C are complicated flavor-independent functions of
the above parameters. As a first step, it is important to notice that
the determinant of the neutrino mass matrix in (7) is zero. This
is a consequence of the flavor structure and is independent of the
A, B and C parameters. Closer observation reveals that only one
Table 1
The independent parameters and their ranges. The
neutrino sector leaves only one unspecified R-parity
violating parameter, which is chosen to be εi where
the generational index, i, is also scanned to avoid
any biases.

Parameter Range

M3 (TeV) 1.5–10
M Z R (TeV) 2.5–10
tanβ 2–55
μ (GeV) 150–1000
mt̃1

(GeV) 400–1000
θt (◦) 0–90
|εi | (GeV) 10−4–100

arg(εi) (◦) 0–360

eigenstate is massless. This constrains the neutrino masses to be
either in the “normal” hierarchy (NH)

m1 = 0 < m2 ∼ 8.7 meV < m3 ∼ 50 meV (8)

or in the “inverted” hierarchy (IH)

m1 ∼ m2 ∼ 50 meV > m3 = 0. (9)

In (8) and (9) we have inserted m1 = 0 and m3 = 0 respectively
into the squared mass differences measured in neutrino oscil-
lation experiments and presented, for example, in [27–29]. The
constraints on the initial parameters arise from diagonalizing (7)
and inserting these values for the neutrino masses, as well as
the measured central values for the neutrino mixing angles –
see, for example, [27–29]. It is important to note that the cen-
tral values for all of these mixing angles are determined with the
exception of θ23. The data is consistent with this taking either
one of two values – sin2(θ23) = 0.587 or sin2(θ23) = 0.446. In all
cases, this class of constraints eliminates five of the six parameters
εi, v Li , i = 1,2,3. We use the convention that the remaining un-
constrained parameter is one of the εi ’s. Be this as it may, the
precise constraining equations are different in each of the four
cases: NH with sin2(θ23) = 0.587 or sin2(θ23) = 0.446 and IH with
sin2(θ23) = 0.587 or sin2(θ23) = 0.446.

All of the above constraints reduce the number of indepen-
dent parameters down to seven. Furthermore, demanding that the
analysis should be “generic” without excessive fine-tuning of any
parameters – as well as imposing lower bounds on some parti-
cle masses set by the LHC – limits the ranges of these parameters.
The seven parameters, as well as their allowed ranges, are shown
in Table 1.

We now proceed to give the results of a numerical analysis of
the decays in (3) – that is, of a stop LSP into a bottom quark and
charged leptons. The branching ratio is defined as

Br
(
t̃1 → b�+

i

) ≡ Γ (t̃1 → b�+
i )

∑3
i=1 Γ (t̃1 → b�+

i )
(10)

and using the relation

Br
(
t̃1 → be+) + Br

(
t̃1 → bμ+) + Br

(
t̃1 → bτ+) = 1, (11)

one needs to present a plot of only two of the branching ratios
– which we choose to be Br(t̃1 → be+) and Br(t̃1 → bτ+). These
quantities are numerically calculated using (4) by scanning over
the parameters and ranges shown in Table 1. Since these ranges do
not, by themselves, guarantee that the stop remains the LSP, an ad-
ditional check is implemented in the scan to throw out any points
for which the stop cannot be the LSP. In addition, the detailed con-
straint equations involving the εi , v Li parameters are different in
each of the four cases involving the NH versus the IH, as well as
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Fig. 1. The results of the scan specified in Table 1 using the central values for the
measured neutrino parameters in the Br(t̃1 → bτ+)–Br(t̃1 → be+) plane. Due to
the relationship between the branching ratios, the (0,0) point on this plot cor-
responds to Br(t̃1 → bμ+) = 1. The plot is divided into three quadrangles, each
corresponding to an area where one of the branching ratios is larger than the other
two. In the top-left quadrangle, the bottom-tau branching ratio is the largest; in the
bottom-left quadrangle the bottom-muon branching ratio is the largest; and in the
bottom-right quadrangle the bottom-electron branching ratio is the largest. The two
different possible values of θ23 are shown in blue and green in the IH (where the
difference is most notable) and in red and magenta in the NH.

the two different central values for θ23. The results are shown in
Fig. 1.

The conclusions to be drawn from Fig. 1 are quite clear.

• If LHC data indicates bottom quark-charged lepton decays
which intersect the populated region predicted by our numer-
ical analysis, then a stop LSP of the minimal B − L MSSM with
the associated parameters is a distinct possibility. Were the
LHC data to lie within the white regions of Fig. 1, however,
a stop LSP in this context is unlikely.

• If the LHC data point lies in the top-left quadrangle of Fig. 1
– where the bottom-tau branching ratio is the largest – then
there are two possibilities. If the branching ratio to bottom-
tau is highly dominant, then the neutrino masses are likely
to be in the normal hierarchy and consistent with both val-
ues for sin2(θ23). On the other hand, if this branching ratio
is only slightly dominant, then the data is compatible with
both the normal and the inverted neutrino hierarchies. Were
it to be shown by another experiment to be an inverted hi-
erarchy, then this measurement would favor sin2(θ23) = 0.587
over sin2(θ23) = 0.446.

• If the LHC data point lies in the bottom-left quadrangle of
Fig. 1 – where the bottom-muon branching ratio is the largest
– then there are two possibilities. If the branching ratio to
bottom-muon is highly dominant, then the neutrino masses
are likely to be in the normal hierarchy and compatible with
either value of sin2(θ23). On the other hand, if this branch-
ing ratio is only slightly dominant, then the data is compat-
ible with both the normal and the inverted neutrino hier-
archies. Were it to be shown by another experiment to be
an inverted hierarchy, then this measurement would favor
sin2(θ23) = 0.446 over sin2(θ23) = 0.587.

• If the data point lies in the bottom-right quadrangle – where
the bottom-electron branching ratio dominates – then the
neutrino masses are likely to be in an inverted hierarchy. If
Fig. 2. Lines of constant stop lower bound in GeV in the Br(t̃1 → bτ+)–Br(t̃1 → be+)

plane. The strongest bounds arise when the bottom-muon branching ratio is largest,
while the weakest arise when the bottom-tau branching ratio is largest. The dot
marks the absolute weakest lower bound at 424 GeV.

the data is in the upper part of the populated points, then this
inverted hierarchy would be consistent with sin2(θ23) = 0.587.
Data in the lower part of this region would indicate an in-
verted hierarchy with sin2(θ23) = 0.446.

3. Lower bounds on the mass of a stop LSP

Since a stop LSP in the minimal B − L MSSM scenario decays as
a leptoquark, one can set bounds on its mass using previous lep-
toquark searches at the LHC. Under the assumption in this paper
that the stop LSP is an admixture, it decays predominantly into a
bottom quark and a charged lepton. Stop LSPs are produced at the
LHC in t̃1–¯̃t1 pairs, implying that the final state will consist of two
jets and a pair of oppositely charged leptons. The current ATLAS
and CMS analyses search for such final states assuming the oppo-
sitely charged leptons have the same flavor [30–36].3 This yields
upper limits on the t̃1–¯̃t1 production cross section for each of the
three possible flavors. The upper limit on the cross section is eas-
ily translated into a lower bound on the stop LSP mass, since the
cross section depends only on the mass, and the center of mass
energy, and falls off steeply as the mass increases.

Although the ATLAS and CMS analyses assume branching ratios
of unity to a given family, we can generalize their results to arbi-
trary branching ratios. This is accomplished by rescaling the cross
section limit from each search by dividing it by the appropriate
branching ratio squared. It is then compared to the calculated pro-
duction cross section as a function of stop LSP mass, which yields
the lower bound on the stop LSP mass from that search. For a
given choice of branching ratios to be+ , bμ+ , and bτ+ , the search
with the strongest expected stop mass lower bound is selected.
Then the observed cross section limit from that search is rescaled
in the same way and, finally, compared to the calculated produc-
tion cross section as a function of stop LSP mass. This yields the
lower bound on the stop LSP mass.4 The production cross sec-

3 For interpretation of these results for stop decays in explicit trilinear R-parity
violation see [37].

4 Experimental and background uncertainties place an approximate uncertainty
on the stop mass lower bounds of ±50 GeV in Fig. 2.
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tion, as calculated by the ATLAS, CMS and LPCC SUSY working
group [38,39] at next-to-leading order in αS , including resumma-
tion at next-to-leading log, is used to place these lower bounds.
Even though this cross section is calculated in the context of the
R-parity conserving MSSM, it is valid here because the production
cross section is dominated by R-parity conserving, color processes.

The exclusion results can, again, be plotted on a two-dimen-
sional plot since the sum of all three branching ratios is unity.
This is done in the form of lines of constant stop mass lower
bound in Fig. 2 in the Br(t̃1 → bτ+)–Br(t̃1 → be+) plane, the same
plane as in Fig. 1. The absolute lowest bound, 424 GeV, occurs at
Br(t̃1 → be+) = 0.23, Br(t̃1 → bμ+) = 0.15, Br(t̃1 → bτ+) = 0.62.
It is marked by a dot. The bounds are stronger in the three cor-
ners of the plot where one of the branching ratios is unity. The
strongest of these three bounds corresponds to decays purely to
bottom-muon. This reflects the fact that this is the easiest of the
three channels to detect and the search has been performed with
the most integrated luminosity, 20 fb−1, and center of mass en-
ergy, 8 TeV at CMS [36]. The weakest of these bounds corresponds
to decays purely to bottom-tau because this channel is the hardest
to detect. The contours are each composed of several connected
straight line segments. The straightness of the segments is due to
the fact that the bound is always coming from a single channel
(the one with the strongest expected bound) and, hence, only de-
pends on one of the three significant branching ratios.
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